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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
ACTIVITY REPORT: Scheduled Inspection
N787526349
FACILITY: Jordan Development Co LLC- Nessen City South
LOCATION: NW NE SW SEC 4, CLEON TWP
CITY: CLEON TWP
CONTACT:
COMPLIANCE STATUS: Compliance
STAFF: Carvn Owens
SUBJECT: Field Inspection- Facility has been decommissioned, and is no lom::~er there.
RESOLVED COMPLAINTS:

SRN /ID: N7875
DISTRICT: Cadillac
COUNTY: MANISTEE
ACTIVITY DATE: 08/11/2014
SOURCE CLASS: MINOR

On Monday, August 11,2014, Caryn Owens of the DEQ Air Quality Division inspected Jordan
Development Company, LLC. Nesson City South location (N7875), to determine compliance with permit
to install (PTI) 314-07 A. The drive to gain access to the site shares a drive with Crystal Aggregates gravel
pit, which had a locked gate, so DEQ was not able to access the site from the main drive; however, DEQ
could access the site from a two-track was accessible off Nessen City Road. The two-track and main
drive to the site were overgrown with vegetation.
When DEQ arrived at the site, the facility only contained a main building shell. Based on aerial photographs,
there was formerly an above ground storage tank, a main compressor building, and a small out building, and
associated well piping. DEQ looked for a stack coming from the building, and there was no stack. The doors to
the building were closed. DEQ-AQD talked to Bob Versical with the DEQ Office of Oil and Gas & Minerals
(OOGM) who regulates oil and gas wells in Manistee County. According to Mr. Versical the facility was
decommissioned in summer of 2013. Four wells coming into the facility and a disposal well have been
plugged. All the equipment at the facility has been removed, and just the main building shell was remaining at
the site which was given to the land owner. Based on DEQ's observations, DEQ requests PTI # 314-07A to be
voided.
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